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Building high-performance yet secure hardware systems creates a paradox for designers. On one hand,
high-performance systems inherently exploit a program’s sensitive data-dependent behavior to get that
performance. On the other hand, adapting program execution based on sensitive data inherently reveals
information about that data in the form of side channels. These side channels are insidious. Data-dependent
behavior from virtual memory accesses [16] to hardware memory accesses [12, 17] to branch predictor [1]
and arithmetic pipeline [2] state can be observed through hardware resource usage, power analysis [8] and
electromagnetic emissions [11].
In parallel to hardware security, there is a rich literature in encrypted computation that defeats all side
channels (e.g., [6, 7, 9]). It is important to ask: what properties of these schemes give rise to their broad
security guarantees? We will take Homomorphic Encryption [7] (HE) as an example. In HE, each arithmetic
operation is performed on ciphertexts directly (e.g., EncK (x) ⊕ EncK (y) =⇒ EncK (x + y)). Data is never
decrypted, thus each unit of arithmetic is clearly side channel-free (modulo a cryptographic break). Further,
since all data is encrypted, composing a larger program out of arithmetic necessitates running the program
in a “straight-line code” fashion. Ergo, composition of arithmetic is input data-independent and also side
channel-free. Together, easy-to-understand security of arithmetic plus easy-to-understand composition of
arithmetic allows us to write all-encompassing security definitions, e.g., “under the Learning with Errors
assumption, the evaluation of an arbitrary program P , between any two inputs x and x, is computationally
indistinguishable to any polynomial time adversary.”
This white paper argues that systems should adopt holistic techniques, inspired by ideas from applied and
pure cryptography (like those given above), to block broad classes of side channels. In particular, we want
to mimic the following characteristics found in cryptographic schemes. First, that whole-program security
reduces to the security of individual components and to the data-independent scheduling of components.
This makes it easier to argue security for arbitrary programs, compositions of programs, etc. Second, that it
is possible to write formal definitions of whole-program security that protect against powerful adversaries.
The rest of the paper gives an overview of our recent work on the Ascend secure processor, as an example
system built in this line of thinking.
Ascend is a co-processor that was designed to emulate Homomorphic Encryption in hardware. The idea
is, by tolerating a hardware TCB we can avoid using cryptography (yielding a large speedup) if we can
suitably obfuscate the program’s execution from the adversary’s vantage point. In the Ascend project, we
assumed a powerful adversary with arbitrary access to the Ascend processor’s external pins—which carry
digital (e.g., requests to main memory) and analog (e.g., power draw) signals. Our goal was to meet the
following security definition:
Given an arbitrary batch program P , a public length of time T and two arbitrary inputs to P namely x and x:
running P (x) for T time is indistinguishable from running P (x) for T time from the perspective of the
Ascend chip’s power and IO pins.
By batch program, we mean a program that takes inputs and computes a result, where the only external
requests made are to external memory (i.e., to spill a large working set). The main takeaway is indistinguishability from any adversary monitoring the pins, given any program P . Ascend can tolerate an intentionally
malicious program, or a program that utilizes any combination of hardware resources (e.g., cache, DRAM)
in its honest execution. Further, Ascend was designed to defend against two broad classes of side channel:
power draw and interactions with external memory.
Main Design Technique. Ascend uses a two-level approach, inspired by Homomorphic Encryption (above)
to protect both digital and analog channels. First, we develop primitives that are able to perform atoms of
work (i.e., a unit of arithmetic from HE; an SRAM lookup or ALU op in hardware) securely with respect
to each side channel. Second, hardware mechanisms on the Ascend chip schedule the atoms of work in
a data-independent fashion (e.g., by scheduling each at data-independent rates and performing dummy
work if units are not needed when they are scheduled). The next two sections in the paper have details for
each primitive (power analysis-resistant logic for CPU primitive operations and Oblivious RAM for off-chip
memory).
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Primitives for Analog Side Channel Protection. Ascend protects basic CPU operations (e.g., ALU ops,
SRAM lookups) by architecting select hardware in optimized Wave Dynamic Differential logic [15] (WDDL)
and dual-rail SRAMs [3]. These primitives decouple the time-series power signature of hardware units from
inputs to those units (i.e. the adversary learns that an SRAM access occurred to a particular monolithic
SRAM, but not the address sent to the SRAM). Traditional WDDL quadruples flip-flop area and doubles
cycle latency for feed-forward hardware pipelines. Our optimizations reduce the overhead to doubling
flip-flop area and remove the pipeline latency overhead [5].
Primitives for Digital Side Channel Protection. Ascend protects each external memory access using a
hardware memory controller that implements an Oblivious RAM (ORAM) protocol [13], specifically an
optimized version of Path ORAM [14]. ORAM guarantees that any sequence of memory requests (reads and
writes) are indistinguishable from another sequence of the same length. Thus, ORAM hides the request type
(read or write), the request data (as if it were a write) and importantly the request address.
Opportunities for Optimization. Ascend performs data-independent work using hardened primitives,
thus a key question is performance overhead. To start, we point out that each primitive (WDDL, ORAM,
see above) can be (and is) optimized piece-meal [5, 13]. As a representative result, our optimized hardware
ORAM evaluated alone results in an average 4X program slowdown across SPEC workloads—about the
cost of running an interpreted program. To optimize work scheduling, we can further take advantage of the
fact that programs run in Ascend are public. (A follow-on work studies what performance optimizations
can be done given a private program [10].) Given a public program, an honest-but-curious server can
optimize program execution by scheduling work based on expected common-case program behavior [5], or
by adapting to the program’s execution at a course-grain if the user is willing to tolerate small leakage [4].
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